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therein, all questions of every kind which may arise between
them."
Later he said: "At this stage I want to say one word to those
who would argue that it is our duty at this time to keep free
from all entanglements in Europe. With respect, I wonder
whether those who say that are quite clear what they mean. If
they mean we must turn a blind eye to all that happens in
Europe, I say that is to take no account of realities at all. We
have never been able, in all our history, to dissociate ourselves
from events in the Low Countries: neither in the time of Queen
Elizabeth, nor in the time of Maryborough—nor in the time of
Napoleon; still less at the present day, when modern develop-
ments of science have brought striking force so much nearer
to our shores. . . . These issues/' he concluded, "far transcend
the ordinary limitations of party politics. When the whole
future of our civilisation may be at stake, who cares about party
labels? I would ask for the continuance of that support which
has been so generously extended to me in the last few weeks,
and I would ask it because I believe that the purpose for which
I am working, with however many errors and through however
many discussions, is one which is shared by the great majority
of the men and women of this country—to maintain peace, to
strengthen the League, to uphold the sanctity of treaties; above
all to seek without respite to fashion from the troubled present
a future which may be freed from the haunting fears that
shadow our time."
Friday 27	the "queen mary"
The Queen Mary entered the King George V Graving Dock
at Southampton this afternoon without a hitch. Her whole
journey from Greenock has been most successful, and Sir
Edgar Britten, the captain, declares that she is the finest ship
to handle he has ever been in.
the grand national
The Grand National was run to-day, the first three horses
being Reynoldstown, Ego, and Bachelor Prince. Only seven of
the thirty-five horses finished the course. Golden Miller, the
favourite, fell over the first fence, and then considerately
stopped for his jockey to remount.
Sunday 29	the general election in germany
The General Election in Germany for the Reichstag shows
nearly 99 per cent of the voters supporting Herr Hitler's policy
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